
Abstract 
 
This dissertation addresses the question of how arms acquisition by non‐state groups relates to 
violence. While existing research has explored how armament by state forces has an impact on 
interstate or intrastate war, the role of acquisition by non‐state groups has received little attention. This 
dissertation is therefore exploratory in nature. Its aim is to generate theoretical insights, partly through 
the use of new or little used data sources, that can be built upon in further research. The five different 
articles included in this dissertation tease out the specific role that weapons play by delving into six main 
areas of focus: the extent to which arms are essential; their ease of acquisition; the impact of arms on 
injury and deaths; the effect of arms on a group’s strategy; how arms acquisition affects fragmentation 
of an insurgency; and the effect of state governance on arms acquisition. The aim is to understand how 
each of these factors play a role in the intensity and forms of violence. 
 
Key findings are that: 

• Arms are often scarce and difficult to obtain, and there is a large amount of geographical and 
temporal variation in the ease by which they are acquired. 

• The ease by which groups intent on violence can acquire arms is a more important factor than 
the total number of arms in society, and the two may well not be congruent. 

• Arms acquisition is not a sufficient cause of violence. Arms provide opportunities for violence, 
which may not be used. 

• In some circumstances arms acquisition is a necessary condition for violence. If a group (as is 
very often the case) lacks adequate stocks of arms, and it does not wish to expose its 

• personnel to face extra risks, then arms acquisition is usually needed in order to: 
o Escalate the intensity of violence 
o Move from a guerrilla to a conventional strategy 
o Attack well defended targets 
o Start a new armed group 
o Sustain fighting over a long period 

• Controlling arms acquisition by non‐state groups is a vital component of states’ efforts to 
prevent violence. States affected by fragility find it difficult to do so. 

 
The implications of these findings are discussed in the concluding section. 
 
The five empirical articles that comprise the dissertation are: 

• ‘Conflict Specific Capital: The Role of Weapons Acquisition in Civil War’ 

• ‘Lethal Instruments: Small Arms and Deaths in Armed Conflict’ 

• ‘Arms and Insurrection: How Opposition Groups Create Military Capability and the 2011 

• Libyan Civil War’ 

• ‘The Only Thing We Want Is Weapons: Assault Rifle Prices and Conflict Intensity’ 

• ‘Reaching for the Gun: Firearms Seizures and Cross‐National Homicide’. 


